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Abstract: In this paper, the influence of small additions of Cr, Mo, Cu, Ni, B, Ca, Zr, and Ce on the hot
ductility of advanced high-strength steels (AHSS) has been reviewed. Most of these small additions
have a positive effect in improving hot ductility on straightening during continuous casting operations
and should be considered when problems with cracking in continuous casting are encountered. In
many of these cases, the reason for these generally small but important improvements in hot ductility
is not known with certainty, but the segregation of these elements to the austenite grain boundaries,
strengthening the bonding, is often suggested.
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1. Introduction

Advanced high-strength steels (AHSS), which include the TWIP (twinning-induced
plasticity) and TRIP (transformation-induced plasticity) steels, have exceptional room-
temperature ductility and strength. Both achieve these useful properties from having
austenite present in their structure: TRIP steels have about 10% retained austenite in their
microstructure, which can transform to martensite under deformation, thereby strength-
ening the steel; TWIP steels offer these properties via a totally different strengthening
mechanism, that of twinning.

For TRIP steels, which undergo the austenite-to-martensite transformation, these
properties are achieved by adding ferrite formers, Al, Si, and/or P, which delay the pre-
cipitation of pearlite, enabling carbide-free bainite to be formed with approx. 10% of high
carbon-enriched retained austenite. These steels often have high Al (1–1.5 wt %), and/or
Si (1–1.5 wt %) contents and may also contain high P contents (0.05 to 0.07% wt %) (all
compositional percentages in the paper are shown as a weight percentage).The retained
austenite, when under deformation, transforms to martensite, not only strengthening the
steel but also improving its ductility by strengthening those regions that would otherwise
thin down to failure. The TWIP steels, in contrast, are fully austenitic at room temperature
and obtain their strength and good ductility from being able to twin under deformation.
The large number of twins that are generated strengthen the steel, the twin boundaries
behaving in much the same way as grain boundaries, in terms of preventing the free
movement of dislocations. In order to achieve the required number of twins, the stacking
fault energy (SFE) has to be controlled; if it is too high, this leads to cross-slip taking place,
rather than twinning, while too low a SFE, leads to martensite formation. The composition
is what mainly controls the SFE and again, in the TWIP steels, high levels of Al and Si
additions are used, this time to adjust the steels’ SFE to the necessary value.

Of the two types of strengthening mechanisms, greater strength and ductility can be
achieved by twinning [1]. Due to their high room-temperature strength and formability, the
automobile industry have taken a considerable interest in the development of AHSS steels
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so that lighter weight vehicles can be produced by using thinner-gauge steel, so reducing
the energy requirements for driving them.

However, these steels are often difficult to continuous cast without cracking when
undergoing straightening operation and this has hindered their development. Because of
this problem, the hot ductility of these steel in the temperature range 700–1000 ◦C, the range
in which the unbending operation takes place has become very important and a MDPI
Special Issue, entitled “Continuous casting and the hot ductility of AHSS steels” has been
set up, which is devoted to this topic. The first part of this review, entitled “The Influence
of Precipitation, High Levels of Al, Si, P, and a Small B Addition on the Hot Ductility of
TWIP and TRIP-Assisted Steels” has been published in Metals (see Reference [1]) and this
second part completes the review.

The first part of this review [1] deals with the hot ductility of the main constituents
which are responsible for the good properties of these alloys, namely, Al, Si, and P for the
TRIP steels and C, Mn, Al, and Si for the, TWIP steels. The use of the hot ductility curves
for assessing the likelihood of cracking occurring is also thoroughly discussed there.

This second part of the review deals with the hot ductility of these steels on adding
small additions of selected elements, which can, at times, make a substantial difference
to whether these steels can be cast successfully. This second part also examines the hot
ductility behavior after adding other elements of interest that are often present in these
steels, Cr, Mo, Ni, and Cu, as well as highlighting the benefits small Ce, Ca and Zr additions
may give in reducing the appearance of cracking when straightening these steels. The
important role of small additions of B in improving hot ductility is also discussed in
more detail.

2. Influence of Cr and Mo on Hot Ductility
2.1. Influence of Cr and Mo Additions on the Hot Ductility of TRIP Steels

For TRIP steels, it is important to add small quantities of ferrite formers, which can
delay carbide precipitation and allow approximately 10% stable high-carbon retained
austenite to be formed in an essentially ferritic carbide-free bainite structure (before carbide
precipitation takes place); both Cr and Mo being are ferrite formers. The TRIP steels can
then undergo the austenite to martensite reaction upon deformation, so that the room
temperature strength and ductility will be increased, with the martensite strengthening
those regions that would otherwise neck down to failure. Al, Si, and P have been the most
favored additions for achieving this micro-structure and have been discussed fully in the
previous publication [1], which should be read in conjunction with this review.

As there are few papers on hot ductility that are devoted specifically to TRIP steels,
the previous data available on high-strength low-alloy (HSLA) steels will also be discussed,
since the high-temperature behavior of these steels is very similar [1].

Cr and Mo additions are used mainly in TRIP rather than TWIP steels; as already
mentioned, they are ferrite-formers. Mo is an excellent element to add because it favors
bainite and if the cooling rate is fast enough, it is possible to avoid its transformation to a
ferrite/pearlite microstructure. They also contribute to increasing the hardenability, which
is important for achieving adequate room-temperature strength, particularly for TRIP steels,
which require low C contents so that they can be welded easily. Both elements can form
carbides, making them less suitable than Al, Si, and P for delaying carbide precipitation in
the ferrite.

For TRIP steels, it is necessary to ensure that the temperature at the start of the
martensite transformation (Ms) is below room temperature so that a reasonable amount of
austenite (10–20%) is retained at room temperature. This can be achieved by increasing the
C content in the austenite or by having larger amounts of alloying elements, as can be seen
from a commonly used empirical equation (Equation (1) to calculate the Ms [2].

Ms (◦C) = 539 − 423%C − 30.4%Mn − 17.7%Ni − 12.1%Cr − 7.5%Mo (1)
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To achieve this in the original TRIP steels, the C contents were high, at ~0.4% C, but
weldability was then a problem, due to the ease of forming martensite and the fact that
high-C martensite is very brittle. For the automobile industry, it is considered that the
carbon level should not exceed 0.2% in order to successfully spot weld [3]. However,
higher alloying additions, as an alternative, are generally found to be too expensive [4]; but
through a creative processing route, outlined in Reference [1], low C levels (0.02–0.2% C)
and Mn levels of ~1.4% Mn with very limited specific alloying additions can be used [5].
In TRIP steels, it is important to prevent pearlite forming and ensure that ferritic bainite
is formed; this means that the cooling rate required after intercritical annealing has to be
fast, although not as fast as is needed to form martensite [6]. Mo is particularly good at
decreasing the critical cooling rate for bainite formation and so has a marked effect in
suppressing the pearlite transformation.

The importance of the various elements on the room-temperature tensile strength of
TRIP steels can be gauged from a multiple linear regression equation, derived by Mesplont
et al., to establish the tensile strength (TS) of ferritic bainite steels [7].

TS (MPa) = 288 + 803%C + 83%Mn + 178%Si + 122%Cr + 320%Mo + 60%Cu + 1180%Ti + 1326%P + 2500%Nb + 36,000%B (2)

TRIP steels are softer than bainitic steels having ~10% austenite present as well as
the hard ferritic bainite, but this equation (2) can also be applied to the TRIP steels if the
constant is adjusted to a lower value [6]. Although, as shown in Equation (2), C can be
very effective in increasing strength, both Cr and Mo can be used to lower the C content.
According to this Equation (2) a reduction in C by 0.2% would require an addition of 0.5%
Mo or an addition of 1.3% Cr to compensate for the resulting loss in strength. This fits
in with the favored TRIP steel compositional range, which is up to 0.8–1.3% Cr [8] and
0.3–0.4% Mo [9] so that C levels are rarely higher than 0.3%.

Unfortunately, data are sparse on hot ductility behavior when adding small additions
of Cr, although Liu et al. [10] have recently examined the hot ductility of Nb-containing
steel at two Cr levels, namely, 0.12 and 0.45%. The base composition of the steels was
0.14% C, 1.4% Mn, and 0.03% Nb. Generally, changes in hot ductility were small in the
temperature range of 650–850 ◦C. The addition of 0.12% Cr narrowed the trough and
reduced its depth very slightly (see Figure 1), giving a reduction in area (RA) value that is a
few percent higher, where RA = (Ao − Af)/Ao × 100 and Ao and Af are the initial and final
area, respectively. The further increase in Cr to 0.45% widened the trough, while the RA
value at the base of the trough fell by approximately 10% in RA value, compared to that of
the Cr-free steel. The finer austenite grain size in the 0.12% Cr steel probably accounted
for its better ductility, although it is not clear what caused this refinement. Ductility at
the base of the trough between 750 and 825 ◦C was poor, at <40% RA for the Cr-free steel
and the 0.45% Cr steel, whereas for the finer-grained 0.12% Cr steel, the RA values at the
relevant temperatures were generally > 40%, a commonly used value to give freedom from
cracking [10].

The influence of Mo additions on hot ductility gives a clearer picture than with Cr,
generally improving the ductility if enough Mo is added. Hannerz [11] found that Mo
additions up to 0.3% had no influence on the hot ductility curve for a Nb-containing low
C steel, but a higher addition of 0.6% lifted the bottom of the trough so that the RA value
increased by ~5%, which, although small, may be important for the straightening operation
(see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The influence of Mo on the hot ductility of Nb-containing HSLA steels. The steels had
the composition of 0.07% C, 0.3% Si, 1.57% Mn, 0.008% P, 0.007% S, 0.037% Nb, 0.039% Al, and
0.015% N and contained nil, 0.03, 0.32, and 0.59% Mo shown as blue, red, brown and green curves,
respectively [11].

Zheng et al. [12] have recently examined the influence of Nb (0.04%), V (0.06%), Mo
(0–0.5%), and B (0.002%) on the hot ductility of a Cr–Mo medium C steel (0.27% C) with a
low N (0.002%) level (see Figure 3). The addition of Nb and V both decreased the ductility,
due to the fine precipitation of Nb(CN) and VN, respectively, with B again improving
ductility. Two strain rates were used, one for the straightening operation, and the other for
hot rolling. With this steel, the Ae3 temperature was low (~750 ◦C) so that the trough does
not appear until just below 750 ◦C. For the part of the authors’ investigation devoted to
the influence of Mo on hot ductility, the base composition of the steel was 0.27% C, 0.72%
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Mn, 1.1% Cr, 0.04% Nb, 0.002% B, and 0.0015% N. The addition of 0.25% Mo to this steel
improved the ductility with a further increase to 0.5% giving an even greater improvement
(Figure 3). Zheng et al. [12] suggest that this improvement is because molybdenum inhibits
the formation of ferrite on cooling so that the ferrite film is removed (Figure 3).
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0.27% C, 0.71% Mn, 1.1% Cr, 0.04% Nb, 0.12% V, 0.002% B, and 0.002% N, and contained 0%, 0.25%
and 0.5% of Mo [12].

Although the hot ductility for higher amounts of Cr at ≥1% has not been explored,
there is little evidence for any benefit in terms of hot ductility to be found in previous work,
in that the RA values in the straightening temperature range are often reported at <40%,
this being the RA value often taken below which cracking can occur [1]. This suggests that
when these elements are present as major alloying additions, they are not, in themselves,
beneficial to hot ductility, probably due to their tendency to form carbides.

2.2. Hot Ductility on Adding Cr and Mo to TWIP Steels

Meija et al. [13] have added a Mo addition of 0.3% to a TWIP steel, the as-cast tensile
specimens being taken from both sand-casting and metal molds, so as to give a variation
in cooling rates as well as in the as-cast grain size. At a test temperature of 700 ◦C, the
ductility for those samples cast in the metallic mold was similar for both the Mo-free and
Mo-containing steels, both being ~40%. At an intermediate temperature of 900 ◦C, where
dynamic recrystallisation (DRX) was detected in the Mo-containing steel, the ductility for
the Mo-containing steel was significantly better (~70% RA) than in the Mo-free steel (~30%
RA). The hot ductility curves are shown in Figure 4. Again, as with TRIP steels, there is
no evidence that Mo, in itself, will cause any deterioration in ductility, and, indeed, can
be beneficial.

However, the good ductility shown here in the temperature range of 800–950 ◦C
(Figure 4) as a result of the Mo addition may not apply to the straightening operation, as
the strains in the industrial straightening operation are too small for DRX to take place [1].
These high-Mn TWIP steels can then show worse ductility rather than better performance in
the un-recrystallized state, the state present when straightening, as grain boundary sliding
outpaces recovery at higher temperatures in the straightening temperature range [1].

Since much greater amounts of Cr are required to give a similar room-temperature
strength benefit, Mo would seem to be the more suitable addition to increase the yield
strength and maintain good ductility in the resulting TRIP steel. However, Mo can also form
a carbide and so can have an adverse influence on hot ductility performance. Nevertheless,
from the limited information available, solely from a hot ductility perspective, the addition
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of Cr in excess of 0.15% would not be recommended, whereas the addition of Mo appears
to have little influence at the lower levels and is beneficial at the 0.5% level.
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3. Influence of Boron on Hot Ductility
3.1. Influence of B on the Hot Ductility of Ti-Free Low-C Steels, Including TRIP

Boron is used in steels, principally to improve hardenability. For this, the benefit is
only derived when in solution in the austenite [14,15]. Its solubility in both ferrite and
austenite is very low; for example, in austenite at 900 ◦C, it is only ~0.003% [16]. However,
even amounts as low as 0.0015% can substantially increase the hardenability. Boron has
a great affinity for combining with N to form BN as well as carbon, to form Fe23(B,C)6
and B4C; therefore, greater additions are often made to ensure that there is sufficient B in
solution to allow segregation to the boundaries. When Ti is added to boron-treated steels,
it preferentially combines with the N; and provided that there is sufficient Ti to exceed the
stoichiometric composition for TiN, then the B addition can be limited to 0.003% [17].

Although B additions are mainly used to increase the hardenability of steels, B is
now finding another important role in improving the hot ductility performance. Of all the
microalloying additions, including Ti [18–20], Ca [21], Zr [18], Y [18], and Ce [22], which
have been suggested for this purpose, B is probably the most cost-effective [14].

A boron addition is generally beneficial to the hot ductility of all steels, whether low-
or high-C, often improving the ductility by a similar amount throughout the temperature
range s covering the ductility trough (Figure 5) [23]. Its success applies equally to both TRIP
and TWIP steels. Most importantly, as can be seen in Figure 5, it reduces the depth of the
trough, which is believed to reflect the hot ductility of the un-recrystallized austenite [1,24]
and so is relevant to the straightening operation. Lopez-Chipres et al. [23] suggest that the
improvement in hot ductility behavior, shown in Figure 5 upon increasing the B content, is
due to the segregation of boron to the austenite grain boundaries, increasing the resistance
to grain-boundary sliding.

However, a multitude of reasons have been given for this improvement and it is
unlikely that there is only one reason for its beneficial effect on hot ductility. The grain
boundary segregation of B strengthen e the austenite grain boundaries; therefore, discour-
aging grain boundary sliding seems always to be important [23,25]. Boron encouraging the
formation of DRX by segregating to the boundaries and decreasing the mobility of grain
boundary dislocations has also been suggested [26]. Another explanation is that boron is
able to diffuse so rapidly, it being such a small atom, that it is able to keep pace with the
moving boundary during hot deformation, creating a drag on its movement and thereby
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refining the dynamically recrystallized austenite grain size and enhancing ductility [27–29].
The ductility, therefore, improves as the boron level increases.
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base composition of 0.04% C, 1.6% Mn, 0.025% Al, and 0.0085% N; they were solution-treated at
1100 ◦C, held there for 5 min, and were then strained to failure at a strain rate of 10−3·s−1 [23].
Adapted from [23], with permission from Elsevier, 2023.

Yet another reason that has been given is that when B precipitates out in the matrix, it
encourages the nucleation of ferrite there, rather than at the boundaries as a thin film [30].
This is illustrated very convincingly in Kim et al.’s work (see Figure 6) [30]. They suggest
that the coarse Fe23(B,C)6 particles that are present within the prior austenite grains act as
preferential sites for the intragranular nucleation of ferrite. Kim et al. [30] also suggest that,
in addition to the more homogeneous distribution of ferrite preventing strain concentration,
thereby avoiding low ductility and ductile intergranular failure, a B addition might also
lead to refinement of the recrystallized austenite grain size [30]. The addition of 0.002%
boron that Kim et al. made to a 0.08% C, 1.0% Mn, 0.02% Nb, 0.005% N, and 0.025% Al,
low S (0.003%)-containing steel completely removed the ductility trough, giving RA values
of >90%. Ductility was good, even without the addition of boron; the minimum RA was
53% at 750 ◦C, but the addition of boron yielded, on average, a 30% improvement in the
RA values throughout the testing temperature range of 700–850 ◦C (see Figure 6c) [30].

Similar but less impressive improvements were noted by Song et al. [31] for a Cr- and
Mo-alloy steel; again, they point out that B not only reduces the width of the hot ductility
trough but also decreases the depth of the trough (see Figure 7).

Campbell [32,33] also considered boron to be a beneficial element in preventing trans-
verse cracking during casting, through the inhibition of bi-film formation; the boron
addition reduced the melting temperature of the surface oxide in the liquid steel. The
borates (boron oxides) that formed on the surface of the liquid steel would have a melting
point as low as 1000 ◦C [32].
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Another advantage of boron is that the detrimental effect of both P and S on hot
ductility can be prevented by the addition of boron, which segregates to the boundaries
much faster than would occur with these elements, both in ferrite and austenite and once
there, the boron strengthens rather than weakens them [31,34,35]. In the case of P [31]
and S [35], the interfacial energy of the grain boundary (cohesive strength) is lowered,
whereas, in contrast, it is believed that B strengthens the bonding at the boundaries [25]. B
diffuses much faster than these other elements and, in any competition, will always arrive
at the vacant sites first. Hence, B can occupy sites that would otherwise be occupied by
P [34]. This may also explain the benefit in terms of ductility from adding B to the high
P-containing TRIP steel in Figure 8 [36]; however, this steel also had Ti as a microalloying
addition, so the benefit is just as likely, in this instance, to be due to B occupying the vacant
sites needed for the fine deleterious precipitation of TiN. This is similar to the way in which
P, in the absence of B, can, on occasion, be beneficial to hot ductility behavior by occupying
the vacant sites for the more deleterious fine dynamic precipitation of Nb(CN) [37].
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Recently, to add to the list, it has been found that B refines the as-cast grain size in high
Mn and high Al TWIP steels [38,39], which would increase the fracture strength, this being
particularly important for improving the ductility in the straightening operation where
DRX is not possible.

It has also been shown [23,38,40,41] that B encourages dynamic recrystallization, as
well as refining the grain size, probably, in the latter case, by slowing down the movement
of the boundaries via solute drag [38]. The multitude of explanations to account for
boron’s beneficial effect is somewhat confusing, but these cannot detract from its generally
beneficial effect on hot ductility.

Strain rates are so slow during the straightening operation (~0.001 s−1 for thick slab
casting) that the information given by creep experiments can be very helpful in understand-
ing the role of B in improving ductility. Nix et al. [42] have shown with physical models
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how the segregation of atoms to the boundaries can influence the speed of intergranular
crack growth under creep conditions. Earlier works by Lagerquist and Lagneborg [25] also
showed that the detrimental effect of grain-boundary sliding upon fracture is minimized
by B-segregation, thereby enabling creep ductility improvement. This is one of the reasons
that Hannerz [11] has given for the marked improvement in hot ductility that he found
upon adding B, as shown in both the simple hot ductility test and from the commercial
statistics on the slab-cracking susceptibility when straightening.

A more recent study by Laha et al. [43] suggested that the improvement in creep
ductility shown by B-bearing steels was due to B taking up vacant sites at the austenite
grain boundaries and hindering the formation of micro-cavities, thereby significantly
decreasing their growth rate. The study was carried out on an austenitic stainless steel in
which both B (0.069%) and Ce (0.016%) were added to the steel. Both elements were found
to segregate to the surface of the expanding cavities at the boundaries, suggesting that the
removal of S, at which Ce is very effective, and the presence of B at the boundaries were
preventing these vacancies from being available for the growth of micro-cavities.

However, it is important to note that B is also capable of causing the hot ductility
performance to deteriorate. Boron has a high affinity with N, forming a nitride, which,
when fine, is detrimental to ductility. When casting these steels, care has to be taken to
ensure that the B is there in solution in the austenite or, at least, when precipitated as BN,
in an un-harmful coarse form. BN precipitates can encourage intergranular fracture, as
shown by Yamamoto et al. [44], Cho et al. [45], Wang et al. [46], and Taguchi et al. [47]; the
finer they are, the worse the ductility. Cho et al. [45] found that increasing the cooling rate
from 60 to 1200 ◦C/min (1 ◦C /s to 20 ◦C /s) in a low C, Mo, and Al killed steel (0.025%
Al) had no influence on the hot ductility (see Figure 9a); however, when B was added (see
Figure 9b), the ductility improved at the slowest cooling rate of 60 ◦C/min, by ~10% RA,
but then became progressively worse as the cooling rate increased, the depth and width of
the trough increasing as the BN precipitation became finer. This bar the initial improvement
in ductility is a similar behavior to that observed with other microalloying precipitates
containing V, Nb, and Ti in HSLA steels, the ductility deteriorating with increase in cooling
rate and consequent refinement of the precipitates [37]. The cooling rate is very important
for the segregation of B to the boundaries, this segregation being both equilibrium and
non-equilibrium [29,48–51], so that the back diffusion of B from the boundary to the matrix
can make a large difference to the final ductility. If the cooling rate is outside a certain range
of 10–100 ◦C/min, segregation will be very much reduced (see Figure 9a) [52]. Taguchi
et al. [47] have also suggested that adding 0.011% Zr can prevent B from precipitating out
at the austenite grain boundaries in a steel with 0.1% C, 1.4% Mn, 0.01% Ti, 0.0017% B, and
0.005% N, as B finds the oxide of Zr in the matrix to be a favored site for the nucleation
of BN, rather than at the boundaries, thereby making DRX easier. As with Ti, Zr is a very
powerful nitride former and, as long as the nitride-forming precipitates are away from
the boundaries, they can prevent BN from forming there and can allow the unimpeded
segregation of the remaining B to the boundaries.

Cho et al. [45] and Shen et al. [53] also highlight that the detrimental influence of BN
on the hot ductility of Ti-free steels of a composition given in Figure 9 can be alleviated,
and corner cracks avoided, by keeping the N as low as possible and slowing down the
cooling rate after solidification, whenever possible [45]. With high cooling rates in the
lower austenite temperature range, the BN precipitates preferentially at the austenite grain
boundaries as a fine precipitate, favoring intergranular failure. At slower cooling rates, the
precipitation of BN was found to be random, coarser, and sparse [45].

Cho et al. [45] and Laha et al. [43] suggest that when B is present as a solute atom at the
boundaries, it occupies vacant sites that were formed upon deformation and so prevents
cracks formed by the grain boundary sliding (GBS) from joining up. However, when B
forms a nitride, it pins the boundaries and allows cracks to join up by void formation.
Hence, the surface defects and cracks that have formed on continuously cast billets have
often been attributed to BN precipitation in boron-bearing steels [45,54,55].
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3.2. Influence of the B/N Ratio on the Hot Ductility of Steels without Ti

Nevertheless, as long as BN forms a coarse precipitate, it can also be used, as with Ti,
to remove N from a solution and thereby prevent or reduce the amount of AlN forming at
the boundaries, since AlN is so detrimental to ductility in low-Al and low-C steels [55].

Chown and Cornish [55] examined the hot ductility of a low N (~0.005%), Al-killed
(0.04–0.055 Al%), low C-Mn steel at three levels of B, 0.001, 0.002, and 0.003%. Two
strain rates, 0.001 s−1 and 0.0001 s−1, and three cooling rates of 18, 75, and 180 ◦C/min
were included in the study, so as to cover both thick and thin slab continuous casting
conditions. For the lowest B level (0.001%), the ductility was always poor at the test
temperature of 900 ◦C (20–30%RA), independent of the condition, and only improved at
higher temperatures when DRX took place. Ductility improved as the B level increased,
and, at the highest level (~0.003%B), the hot ductility trough was completely eliminated,
the B:N ratio then being 0.75, which is almost the stoichiometric ratio for BN (0.8:1). The
RA values were then in excess of 80% for the test temperature range of 800–1050 ◦C. On
the basis of these results, the slower cooling rate range was recommended (18–72 ◦C/min),
as typically experienced in thick slabs and blooms; a low B:N ratio of 0.47 was adequate
to avoid a ductility trough. However, at the high cooling rate of 180 ◦C/min that is
associated with thin slab and billet casting, to avoid the trough, a higher B:N ratio of 0.75
was required [55]. The improvement in ductility was ascribed to B removing all the N
as BN, rather than allowing the N to precipitate out more detrimentally as AlN at the
austenite grain boundaries. The same study [55] again illustrates how damaging AlN can
be to ductility. BN precipitation was also rendered innocuous as it co-precipitated on the
sulfide inclusions, forming coarse complex precipitates that were too coarse to influence
the hot ductility, the B having been shown to preferentially segregate to the MnS inclusions
rather than the boundaries [56].

This explanation given by Song et al. [31] for the improvement of ductility by B
addition is very different from that given by Lopez-Chipres et al. [23]. While working with
plain C-Mn steel, they suggested that the segregation of B to the boundaries is responsible
for better ductility [23]. The difference probably arises because, whereas the B range was
very high in the work of Lopez-Chipres (0.003–0.01% B), the B range covered by Song
et al. [31] did not exceed 0.003% (the range covered was 0.001–0.003% B). This meant that in
the former case [23], shown in Figure 5, there was always enough B present in the solution to
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be able to segregate to the boundaries. The B was engaged, first in mopping up all the N to
form BN, thereby reducing the amount of AlN, which is more detrimental to ductility, and
when the B level reached 0.003%, the remaining excess B in solution was free to segregate
to the boundaries. This is also shown in Figure 7 [31] for a low-alloy steel, when the shape
of the curve changes at the 0.0035%B level to the very narrow trough behavior shown in
Figure 5. Only when the level of B reached the top of its range, at 0.003%, did segregation
“kick in” [31]. In contrast, in the work of Lopez-Chipres, the B level was so high that B was
always able to segregate unimpeded to the boundaries. This illustrates the difficulty in
interpretation with there being so many different explanations for results, depending on
the particular conditions examined. Again, B has been shown to encourage DRX [38,40],
but Lis et al. [57] have also reported that if boron nitride forms, it can suppress the dynamic
recrystallization of austenite during hot working. Indeed, the stress concentration created
by these precipitates can weaken the grain boundary, encouraging grain boundary sliding,
and so enhance the development of cracks, thereby reducing the elongation to fracture [57].

Importantly, for the present review, Meija et al. [58] found that the addition of 0.012%B
to a low-C, low-alloy, Ti-free, TRIP-assisted AHSS steel enhanced the hot ductility perfor-
mance significantly throughout the temperature range (650–1150 ◦C), as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Influence of the addition of B (0.012%) on the hot ductility curve of low-carbon advanced
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In this case, the tensile specimens were cast in situ and the tensile specimens were
heated up to the test temperature, rather than being cooled down from the austenite.
The poor ductility at low temperatures <850 ◦C was associated with the presence of
inclusions and precipitates, particularly MnS and V(CN), which caused void formation on
deformation, thereby enabling the cracks to propagate. The good ductility performance
at the high end of the trough was due to DRX, as is normally the case (Figure 10). Again,
the improvement in ductility upon adding B was of similar magnitude, independent of
the test temperature, and clearly took place in the ferrite two-phase region and austenite.
This is one of the main advantages of B, in that it can improve the ductility throughout
the entire trough, the ductility at the base of the trough being relevant to the straightening
operation and the better ductility at the high-temperature end of the trough, where DRX
occurs, being relevant to hot forming operations.
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3.3. Influence of Ti Additions on the Hot Ductility of Boron-Containing Low-Al Steels

When the segregation of B to the boundaries is the main cause of an improvement
in hot ductility, the maximum benefit occurs when B can segregate unimpeded to the
boundaries and strengthen them. B is a strong nitride-forming element and, unless there is
a stronger nitride-forming element present, such as Ti, if we are not careful, as has been
already noted, BN often forms as a fine precipitation that is detrimental to ductility [55].
However, of the two precipitates, AlN is worse, as it precipitates preferentially at the
austenite grain boundaries. Wang et al. [46] examined the precipitation of BN, AlN, and
TiN via thermodynamic analysis and came to the conclusion that higher B contents led to
fewer AlN precipitates, while the addition of Ti reduced the number of BN particles during
solidification. This analysis can be applied to low-Al steels. Although AlN is, in fact, more
stable than BN because of boron’s smaller atomic size, it diffuses faster to form BN at the
expense of AlN [59]. Other compounds, such as Fe23(B,C)6 and B4C, can also form but
they are coarser and less detrimental to hot ductility in comparison with boron–nitride
compounds [31,39–41]. Therefore, for B to gain its full potential in improving hot ductility
by strengthening the boundaries, very strong nitride-forming elements are required, such
as Ti or Zr. Ti additions allow most of the N to combine with Ti to form one of the most
thermodynamically stable nitrides. B can then segregate solely to the boundaries and so
improve hot ductility, as observed in many studies [11,30,31,38,40,55,58].

Hannerz [11] found that even small B additions (0.002%) to steel (a B:N ratio of
0.18), can improve the ductility of low-C steels wherein Ti and Al are present (the base
composition of the steel was 0.07% C, 1.5% Mn, 0.027% Al, 0.02% Ti, and 0.011% N) and, as
with the findings of most other investigations, the improvement occurred throughout the
temperature range of 800–1000 ◦C.

The TiN particles must also be coarse so as not to influence ductility, meaning that the
cooling rate is always of critical importance.

3.4. Importance of Cooling Rate in Both Ti-Free and Ti-Containing Low C and Low Mn Steels

As well as choosing the best composition to enhance ductility in B-containing steels,
the cooling rate on cooling to the test temperature must be suitable. Yamamoto et al. [44]
have examined the influence of cooling rate on the hot ductility of B-treated steels and have
produced a map showing when ductility is satisfactory and when it is not (see Figure 11).
It should be noted that a very high RA value of 60% was used as the criterion for good
ductility. The authors of [44] show that for low-Al steels (<0.04% Al), there is a shaded area
on the graph in Figure 11a, giving poorer ductility in which BN can form. This area can be
seen to yield worse ductility in relation to those areas where BN was absent (Figure 11a,b).

An analysis of the various research papers examining cooling rates and the segre-
gation of boron has concluded that cooling rates of between 10 and 100 ◦C/min favor
boron segregation and lead to better ductility, the slower cooling rates being preferred for
maximum segregation and coarsening of the precipitates [52]. Although slower cooling
rates generally improve hot ductility by coarsening the particles, because segregation is a
non-equilibrium state, there is an optimum “minimum” cooling rate. Coarser precipitates
reduce the stress acting on the boundaries, making grain boundary sliding more difficult,
and, when situated at the boundaries for a given volume fraction of precipitates, they
make it more difficult for cracks to join up along the boundaries [37,39,52]. Yamamoto
et al. [44] reported that the optimum cooling rate for the maximum segregation of B at grain
boundaries was ~10 ◦C/min and that reducing the cooling rate from 1200 to 6 ◦C/min
moved the BN precipitation from the austenite grain boundaries to the area within the grain
interiors, where it had little influence on the ductility (Figure 11). TiN precipitation can also
be very damaging for hot ductility but, again, if the cooling rate is ~10 ◦C/min, the TiN will
have coarsened and will no longer influence the hot ductility behavior [60,61]. When there
is no Ti present in the steel, the use of fast cooling rates induces fine BN precipitation in
the matrix and at the grain boundaries. As well as preventing dynamic recrystallization by
pinning grain boundaries or individual dislocations, this increases the shear stress acting
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on the boundaries, encouraging grain-boundary sliding [44]. The fine precipitation at the
boundaries results in short inter-particle spacing, allowing cracks to interlink more easily,
and promoting intergranular failure due to microvoid coalescence.
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Figure 11. (a) PTT (precipitation–temperature–time) diagram for BN precipitation, both in the matrix
and at grain boundaries. (b) Temperature–time–ductility diagram for boron-treated steels, with the
cooling rate curves for 3 different cooling rates, 20 ◦C/s, 1 ◦C/s, and 0.1 ◦C/s. The temperature
range that yields lower ductility widens as the cooling rate increases, ductility occurring for all test
temperatures at 0.1 ◦C/s with > 60%RA, decreases to 50%RA between 700 ◦C to 800 ◦C for the cooling
rate of 1 ◦C/s, decreases further to 40%RA for the highest cooling rate 20 ◦C/s, and spans the widest
temperature range of 670 ◦C to 870 ◦C. The numbers in circles are the RA values [44].

Zarandi and Yue [40] have found that, even with Nb-containing steels, small additions
of boron at 0.002 and 0.004%, Nb-B1 and Nb-B2, respectively (Figure 12), are very beneficial
to hot ductility, improving the ductility throughout the straightening temperature range
of 700–1000 ◦C (see Figure 12). In contrast, the ductility of the boron-free Nb-containing
steel (the green curve in the figure) was very poor. Fracture examination by Zarandi
and Yue [40] indicated that in these Nb-containing steels, the failure mode in the trough
was intergranular by GBS for the boron-free steel, whereas it was transgranular for the
boron-containing steels.
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Figure 12. Hot ductility curves for Nb boron-containing steels and a Nb-boron-free steel. The
Nb-boron-containing steels had the base composition of 0.015% C, 1.65% Mn, 0.05% Nb, 0.02% Ti,
0.005% N, and 0.008% S, and the B additions were 0.002% for B1 and 0.004% for B2. The boron-free,
Nb-containing steel had a somewhat different composition, with 0.05% C and 0.009%N. A thermal
schedule was used, which included undercooling [40].
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The poor ductility of the Nb-containing, boron-free steel in Figure 12 may be be-
cause the Ti level was too low to combine with all the N (0.009%), together with a higher
carbon level.

Yamamato et al. [44] have shown that the effectiveness of B in improving the hot
ductility of steel depends mainly on the amount of Ti and N needed to ensure that all the
N is bound to the Ti (usually in excess of stoichiometry), but the cooling rate needs to be
chosen to give the maximum segregation of B to the boundaries, as well as to coarsen the
TiN precipitates, i.e., ~10 ◦C/min.

4. Importance of Stacking Fault Energy (SFE) in Controlling the Composition of
AHSS Steels

The composition of these steels very much influences the SFE, and this, in turn,
influences the hot ductility performance. Although the SFE is more relevant to the high
Al- and Si-containing TWIP steels, the importance of SFE cannot be more heavily stressed
for all these steels, as it controls whether a steel will have TRIP or TWIP characteristics
and plays an important role in whether DRX occurs or not, thereby influencing the hot
ductility performance. Deformation twins are formed upon shearing by the separation of
two partial dislocations and the SFE energy is measured by the degree of separation; the
narrower the spacing between these partial dislocations, the higher the SFE. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) can be used to measure this width and thereby calculate the
strength of the SFE [62]. If the energy is high, the partial dislocations only separate by
a small distance and cross-slip is favored rather than twinning. On lowering the SFE, a
stage is reached in which cross-slip is difficult and twinning is favored. If the energy is
too low, cross-slip becomes no longer possible, resulting in a considerable increase in the
dislocation density and consequent work-hardening, causing the austenite to transform
to martensite rather than to twin. Hence, twinning only occurs over a narrow SFE range
of 20–40 mJ m−2 [63,64]. If the SFE is <20 mJ m−2, work-hardening is excessive, and ε
martensite forms [65,66], while if >40 mJ m−2, normal glide takes place [63].

The thermodynamic calculations for the SFE have now reached the stage of offering
reasonably good agreement with the measured experimental values, as can be seen from
Figure 13, and it is, therefore, possible to use them to help design steels with the appropriate
stacking fault energy. There are many equations and models that have been established
and the more recent ones seem to be very satisfactory [64,66–71].
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However, before choosing a composition, as well as when satisfying the SFE require-
ment to facilitate twinning, it is also necessary for the austenite to be stable at room
temperature. This means that for the current TWIP steels, a high Mn content is chosen
(15–30%), to stabilize the austenitic structure at room temperature [63]. The two elements
with the greatest influence in lowering the martensite start temperature (Ms) are C and Mn
and a useful empirical relationship to obtain a fully austenitic structure at room temperature
in the TWIP steels is quoted as:

%Mn + 13% C ≥ 17. (3)

This equation applies to steels with Mn contents of 15–30% and carbon contents of
0.1–0.8%. [63]. This means that even with a low C level, it is still possible to obtain fully
austenitic steels at room temperature with a high Mn level; however, because decreasing
the C content lowers the SFE, the TWIP requirement may not be met.

According to the thermodynamic calculations for Fe-Mn-high-C alloys with Mn con-
tents of between 0 and 29%, the SFE decreases with increasing Mn concentration, up to
approximately 13 wt %, and then rises again (see Figure 14a) [64].
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C steel with 1% Al [64]. Adapted from [64], with permission from ASME Publications, 2023.
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The experimentally measured SFEs for some of the TWIP steels in the study are given
in Table 1 and vary between 15 and 41 mJ m−2.

Table 1. Experimentally determined SFEs for some of the TWIP steels.

TWIP Steel Stacking Fault Energy mJ m−2 Ref.

Fe-18% Mn-1.5Al-0.6C 30 [64]

Fe-22% Mn-3Al-3Si -0.01C 15 ± 3 [68]

Fe-25% Mn-3Al-3Si-0.01C 21 ± 3 [68]

Fe-28% Mn-3Al-3Si-0.01C 41 ± 5 [68]

The substantial increase in SFE energy above 25 wt % Mn, as shown in Reference [68]
and in Table 1, is consistent with experimental observations showing that there is a sharp
reduction in the ε-martensite start temperature for additions of Mn that are above 25 wt %
in binary Fe-Mn alloys [70], thereby encouraging twinning, even with this high SFE.

The effect of C is also very important in these high Mn steels (Figure 14b) [64], as it
raises the SFE; for a 22% Mn steel with 1–2% Al, an 0.1% increase in C content gives an
~3.5 mJ m−2 increase in SFE [71]. Hence, having a low C steel (e.g., 0.1% C), as well as
making it difficult to have austenite at room temperature also makes it difficult for the steel
to undergo twinning, favoring instead εmartensite formation.

Generally, in TWIP steels, Al or Si, or both are present to yield the required degree of
twinning. Although the high level of aluminum content (1–2%) raises the SFE, it has become
a favored addition as it prevents hydrogen-delayed fracture in deep-drawn products
and, of course, reduces the weight, this being particularly important in the car industry.
It also strongly depresses the temperature needed for the Υ austenite to ε martensite
transformation under deformation, encouraging twinning formation [66].

In contrast to Al additions, Si is found to lower the SFE (Figure 14c). For example, an
addition of 1.5% Si to a Fe-15%–Mn-1%–Al-0.6% C combination causes the SFE to decrease
by ~4 mJ m−2 [64], while the same addition of Al to a Si-free–Fe-15%–Mn-0.5% C alloy
causes an increase of ~10 mJ m−2 [64]. The two elements, Al and Si, are useful for balancing
the SFE to the level required for twinning. Although the change in deformation from Υ to ε
martensite is what gives a TRIP steel its good properties, a TWIP steel, in contrast, requires
a stable Υ so that twinning can occur. Of the two methods of strengthening, twinning
has been found to give both greater strength and ductility. Although the addition of Al
increases the SFE, it is, nevertheless, also very effective in encouraging mechanical twinning
rather than phase transformation [72].

In addition to composition having a major influence in controlling the value of the
SFE, grain size also has a sizeable effect. Lee and Choi [70] have shown that refining the
grain size from 150 to 5 µm causes the SFE to increase by ~10 mJ m−2 in Fe–Mn alloys.
However, with the coarse grain-size range present after casting, generally 400–1000 µm,
such grain-size changes will only result in a very small decrease in the SFE [70], therefore
having little effect on twinning behavior.

TWIP steels normally have 15–22% Mn and are generally high in C (0.4–0.6% C).
Fe-18%–Mn-0.6% C steel having an SFE value of 24 m Jm−2 will comfortably be fully
austenitic at room temperature, according to Equation (3). However, it is also important
that the composition meets the SFE requirement of ~20–40 mJ m−2. The experimental
values that have been obtained for the SFE of Fe-18%–Mn-0.6% C TWIP steels range from
13 to 20 mJ m−2 [68,69,73]; however, adding 1.5% Al to the steel increases the experimental
SFE range to one that is more suitable for the twinning effect at 26–40 mJ m−2 [69,74,75].
Zambrano [64] has noted that his theoretical calculations fit well with the experimental
values for the SFE.

In contrast to Al additions, which increase the SFE, Jeong et al. found that adding 1.5%
Si reduced the experimental SFE from 19 to 14 mJ m−2 [73]. Again, these experimental val-
ues fitted in reasonably well with Zambrano’s theoretical thermodynamic calculations [64].
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A more economical way of producing TWIP steel would be to reduce the Mn and compen-
sate for this by adding Si or increasing the carbon level.

In addition to obtaining a suitable SFE, a fully austenitic structure is needed at room
temperature; to achieve this often means having a C level as high as 0.6% C, as well as a
high Mn level. The compositional window for obtaining TWIP steel is, therefore, relatively
narrow, as it has to meet the required stacking fault energy and also ensure that the steel is
fully austenitic at room temperature.

The SFE is also important for the overall hot ductility performance; the lower the SFE,
the more difficult dislocation cross-slip becomes, so that dislocations accumulate in the
un-recrystallized grains, favoring DRX [76].

However, although DRX is important when it comes to hot-working, where the strains
are high, this is not the case for the straightening operation, where the strain is very
low (1–3%). Unfortunately for assessing the cracking susceptibility on straightening, the
hot tensile test normally realizes sufficiently high strains on testing to lead to DRX. As
mentioned earlier, this gives unrealistically high RA values for the straightening operation,
so care has to be taken when applying the results from a hot tensile test, to assess the
likelihood of cracking on straightening.

Although these small additions are unlikely to have any major influence on the SFE,
certainly, by the time they reach a 1% level, as with Al, Si, Cu, and Ni, they will have a
significant influence and will then influence the material’s properties.

5. Influence of Cerium on Hot Ductility

Because of the problem of continuously casting these highly alloyed steels without cracks
forming, particularly in the case of high-Al TWIP and TRIP steels, and the need to add B to be
able to achieve this effect, other microalloying additions should also be considered.

A rare-earth addition of cerium is likely to be a good candidate for improving the
hot ductility of these steels, having many benefits such as being able to deoxidize, refine
the grain size, remove S from solution, and prevent hydrogen-cracking [77–79]. Kim
et al. [80] have found that the addition of Ce (0.017–0.027%) is very effective in combating
HICC (hydrogen-induced cold cracking) or delayed fracture in welded joints because
the oxide particles give sufficient trapping efficiency to effectively reduce the diffusible
hydrogen content.

Since the 1960s, rare earth additions (Misch metal) have been used to improve the
fracture toughness of HSLA steels, through their ability to modify the shape after hot
rolling, from elongated MnS inclusions to hard globular Ce complex sulfides [78]. This was
particularly important for the through-the-thickness fracture performance of line-pipe and
oil-platform steels.

Much of the recent research has been centered on the mode of cerium inclusion
development during the solidification of these steels. In HSLA steels, the typical small
globular inclusions (<5 µm) are of Ce-O, which gradually change to Ce-O-S, and, finally, to
CeS with increasing Ce content [81]. The cause of the finer austenite grain size or dendrite
size after adding Ce is not always clear, but, as with Nb, it is either due to precipitation
pinning the boundaries or a solute drag effect.

Recently, it has been shown that when Ce is added to the melt in Al-killed grade
SS400 mild steel (0.2% C, 1.4% Mn, 0.4% Si, low S, and P), the Ce2O2S inclusions that
formed, which were 5–7 µm in size, served as heterogeneous nucleation sites for the desired
intergranular acicular ferrite structure [82].

Although cerium’s ability to grain-refine and improve the hot ductility of plain C-Mn
and HSLA is well-documented [65], there is little information on using Ce to improve
the hot ductility of AHSS steels specifically, but what information is available from the
past literature looks very promising. A recent paper by Li et al. [83], concentrating on
the solidification processes, shows that Ce will refine the solidification structure and,
although no hot ductility work was carried out, it is likely that ductility will, in consequence,
improve. TWIP steels are prone to having an uneven grain size, due to inhomogeneous
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solute distribution, and suffer from micro-porosity, meaning that Ce would seem to be an
excellent solution [84,85]. This inhomogeneous solute distribution can also lead to the early
fracture of TWIP steels [86].

Again, Ce additions to cryogenic vessel steels have been shown to improve the clean-
liness and quality of the steel and, most importantly, reduced the center line segregation
with an addition as low as 0.001% [87,88]. Coarse dendritic grains and micro-segregation
have been suggested as a major cause of the poor ductility seen after casting [82–86], so Ce
may be very beneficial for preventing cracking.

In Li et al.’s work [83], the solidification structures of an Fe-22Mn-0.6C-1.6Al TWIP
steel with Ce additions from 0.06 to 0.26% were examined. They concluded that in the range
of 0.05–0.18%, Ce expanded the equiaxed zone, giving a 50% reduction in the equiaxed
grain size on solidification, compared with steel of similar composition that contained no
Ce. The CeO2 particles were regarded as being responsible for this grain refinement. The
dendritic arms were also thinner; this refinement was ascribed to solute drag from the Ce.
The equilibrium partition coefficient of Ce in steel is ~0.02–0.04 [88], indicating a strong
tendency to segregate during solidification. Although this work has concentrated on the
solidification structures rather than hot ductility, their results suggest that ductility will be
very much enhanced by the addition of Ce. This is confirmed by recent papers [89,90] in
which Ce has been added to low-C alloyed steels for reactor pressure vessels. Ductility was
found to improve throughout the hot ductility curve when an addition of ~ 0.07% Ce was
made (Figure 15) [89]. A fairly conventional processing route for hot ductility testing was
used, in which tensile specimens from plate steel were heated to 1300 ◦C and cooled to the
test temperatures shown in Figure 15. A trough was obtained, covering the temperature
range of 700–850 ◦C, in which a thin film of ferrite was present. The presence of DRX was
first noticed at 950 ◦C.
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Figure 15. The hot ductility curves of reactor pressure-vessel steel that is both un-doped and doped
with 0.07% Ce. The base composition of the steel was 0.18% C, 0.22% Si, 1.45% Mn, 0.75% Ni, and
0.5% Mo [89]. Adapted from [89], with permission from Elsevier, 2023.

The segregation of Ce to the boundaries was confirmed and they suggest that this
may have enhanced the grain boundary cohesion, restraining grain boundary sliding. This
10–15% improvement in RA values over a very wide temperature range does seem to be a
feature when segregation is responsible for the improvement. The ductility for the steel
was, nevertheless, very good even in the un-doped steel, being > 50% over the entire testing
range (Figure 15). However, Guo et al. [89] considered this ductility to be poor, mistakenly
taking >60% as the requirement to avoid cracking. Indeed, many authors have misquoted
this requirement, referring to papers by Mintz et al. [1,6,21,24,36,37,39,52] that have never
mentioned this criterion, and who quote 35–40% RA as the acceptable level.
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Guo et al. [90] have also shown that Ce improves the ductility of a more highly
alloyed reactor pressure vessel steel, which was fully austenitic throughout the testing
temperature range of 700–1000 ◦C. In this case, adding 0.045% P improved the ductility
in the temperature range of 750–850 ◦C (Figure 16). A further improvement occurred
when adding Ce, so that the trough was entirely removed. Both Ce and P were shown
to segregate to the boundaries. It was suggested that by segregating to the boundaries,
P restrained GBS; it also favored DRX, which occurred at temperatures in the range of
850–900 ◦C. The influence of P on hot ductility is confusing and it is not a favored addition
because it causes embrittlement at room temperature. However, because it segregates to
the boundaries and probably removes micro-voids, making it more difficult for GBS to
occur, it could improve hot ductility; however, this is only the case, provided that the low
melting-point iron phosphide phases do not form. Since the improvement was credited to
DRX, as has been noted in the earlier review [1], this is not relevant to the straightening
operation [1].
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ferrite film [22]. 

Figure 16. Hot ductility curves for low C, low Mn, 3% Ni, 1.75% Cr, 0.5% Mo material, having: no
additions of P and Ce, a 0.045% P addition, and a 0.045% P, 0.03% Ce addition [90].

Earlier work by Song et al. [22] again showed how important trace elements can be
in hot ductility, by segregating to the boundaries and influencing the cohesion. In this
case, in contrast to Ce, when Sn is added, the segregation of Sn to the boundaries reduces
cohesion (Figure 17). Again, ductility is restored when Ce is added. It was suggested that
Ce strengthens the grain-boundary regions when the film of ferrite is present, as well as in
the austenite, thereby restraining GBS. Ce was also shown to delay the formation of the
ferrite film [22].
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Obviously, more work is required to establish the benefits of Ce addition, but the
results from the work to date do seem to be encouraging. However, it should be noted that
although Ce has been shown to refine the solidification structure [83], a new and exciting
solution to the problem of cracking in these steels has just been published, in which MnS
inoculation into the melt has been used to refine the solidification structure, leading to a
significant improvement in hot ductility. This may prove to be a cheaper route [91].

6. Influence of Cu and Ni on Hot Ductility

Cu, unless it is accompanied by Ni, is not normally added to steels because of the
problem of hot shortness, except for weathering steels, when Si can be added because of its
protective oxide surface scale. However, both elements are austenite stabilizers and can
increase hardenability; they have been suggested as additions for TRIP and even TWIP
steels [3,92–96]. Cu is considered to be a good addition to make to TRIP and DP steels
because, as well as its ability to stabilize the austenite and thus decrease the work-hardening
rate, so that the martensite reaction takes place at a later stage, enabling higher elongations
and strength to be attained [3], it also has a moderate solid solution-hardening effect and it
can grain-refine via solute drag and thereby retard recrystallization. Cu additions can also
precipitate out as ductile copper particles, which can bestow considerable strengthening ca-
pability and improve the fracture toughness when age-hardened at 400–500 ◦C [97,98]. Both
elements increase the SFE and so encourage cross-slip; therefore, a build-up of dislocations
does not occur [99,100].

As far as the straightening operation is concerned, small Cu additions do not influence
the hot ductility curves for normal testing conditions; however, when the conditions
are closer to the commercial situation, i.e., casting the tensile specimens in an oxidizing
atmosphere, the ductility decreases and cracking can occur, even at as low a level of Cu
as 0.2%. Nevertheless, if Ni is added, the solubility of Cu in austenite increases, so that
pure Cu cannot precipitate out and melt along the austenite grain boundaries, leading to
intergranular failure. An equal amount of Ni will often be sufficient [101].

Cu additions of 1–2% have been suggested for TRIP steels [3,92] bestowing consider-
able strengthening capacity. TWIP steels can similarly benefit from this addition [96].

7. Influence of Ca and Zr on Hot Ductility

Although both Ca and Zr have been suggested as microalloying additions to improve
hot ductility, there is only limited experimental hot ductility testing that has been carried
out on these steels [18,21].

Both of these elements bear many similarities to Ce in being able to deoxidize and
de-sulfurize. Ca is added to improve the “cleanliness” of steels, by reducing the S level
and modifying the inclusions into a globular shape, so that the room-temperature fracture
strength is improved, particularly in the through-the-thickness direction in plate steel [102].
It is also an important addition during secondary steelmaking with Al-killed steels, to
prevent the nozzle from clogging with the solid alumina oxides by forming liquid calcium
aluminate [103]. This liquid window, however, disappears when too much Ca is added,
and solid CaS is formed. The amount of Ca required is mainly controlled by the sulfur
content of the steel. The modification of the soft MnS inclusions, which elongate out with
rolling to the harder CaMn sulfides and remain spherical on rolling, gives an impressive
increase in fracture toughness, along with the higher shelf energies on impact transition
curves. Having such cleanliness is particularly important for achieving good properties in
AHSS steels [104].

Zr is highly reactive and combines readily with oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, and carbon
in decreasing order of reactivity [105]. Its use in steelmaking over Ca is that it can remove
S and O2 more effectively; also, because it forms a nitride, it can be particularly useful in
boron-treated steels, preventing boron nitride from forming at the boundaries.

In early work by Mintz et al. [21], the influence of a Ca addition on hot ductility was
examined by tensile testing by casting in situ, Figure 18a as well as after solution-treating
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at 1300 ◦C, Figure 18b. In all cases, small Ca additions (0.004% Ca) were found to improve
the hot ductility performance (Figure 18a,b). Ca was shown to be very beneficial to the hot
ductility of plain C-Mn steels and Nb-containing HSLA steels by encouraging DRX and
thereby narrowing the trough, and, more importantly, for preventing transverse cracking in
decreasing the depth of the trough, as shown in Figure 18b which gives the curves for the
plain C-Mn steels. Only the curves for the plain C-Mn steels are given; the Nb-containing
steels displayed similar behavior but the curves were displaced to lower RA values, due
to the additional dynamic precipitation by Nb(CN). MnS inclusions have been found to
prevent DRX by pinning the austenite grain boundaries, this being a favored nucleation site,
as S readily segregates to the boundaries. Hence, the reduction in the number of sulfides
by Ca treatment encourages DRX. One consequence of encouraging DRX is to narrow the
ductility trough, as well as reduce its depth [1,24].
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with permission from Taylor & Francis Group, 2022.

These authors raised the important point that it is the S in solution at 1330 ◦C, rather
than the total S content, that is important in controlling the hot ductility performance.
This controls the volume fraction of sulfides, which are precipitated at the austenite grain
boundaries on cooling to the test temperature. Calcium sulfides do not go back into a
solution as easily as MnS at 1330 ◦C, therefore the S level in the solution will be lower,
resulting in fewer sulfides on cooling to the test temperature. Hence, for Ca-free steels (see
the table of compositions in Figure 18c), there is little difference in hot ductility in terms
of raising the sulfur level from 0.004% to 0.012% for tensile specimens heated to 1330 ◦C,
Figure 18b, except the curve for the low S steel is moved to lower temperatures due to its
higher C content (0.05% higher C). Even the low S-containing steel, (C) has poor ductility
compared to that shown by the Ca-treated steel (A) (Figure 18b). However, even when
the sulfides are MnS, only 0.001% of S goes back into a solution at 1330 ◦C when the Mn
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content is 1.4% Mn; this is independent of the total S-levels in the steel [106]. Hence, there
is little difference in the hot ductility curves for the “high and low S” steel (Figure 18b)
except for the C level being higher in the low-S steel; the transformation from austenite to
ferrite is lowered, so that the curve moves to lower temperatures.

In contrast, in the as-cast condition (Figure 18a), the total S is available for precipitating
out after cooling to the test temperature, so that the ductility is very sensitive to the total S
level. As Ca is so effective in removing S, it is now very beneficial to the hot ductility, and,
hence, there is a difference in hot ductility between lower and higher S-containing steels
(Figure 18a).

However, more recent work by Taguchi et al. [47] has also shown that Ca does improve
ductility at the high-temperature end of the trough (> 800 ◦C) in B-treated steel, but this is
only by a very small amount (Figure 19). Although B can be very effective in improving
the hot ductility, if given the right secondary-cooling conditions, it is not always possible
to achieve this, and there is always the danger of a fine precipitation of BN forming at the
austenite grain boundaries, preventing DRX and leading to ductile intergranular failure.
The calcium sulfides act as favored precipitation sites for BN to precipitate out on, instead
of precipitating at the austenite grain boundaries. The very low sulfur level (0.003%) in the
steels, prior to Ca treatment, may explain the rather small improvement shown in Figure 19
that is noted after Ca treatment.
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Figure 19. Relationship between tensile temperature and reduction in area for steel with a base
composition of ~0.1% C, 0.15% Si, 1.4% Mn, 0.01% Ti, 0.0017% B, < 0.0001% P, 0.003% S, 0.005% N,
and 0.011% Al, (a) Ca-free, (b) 0.004% Ca, and (c) 0.011% Zr [47]. The symbol O on the curves marks
the changeover from intergranular failure to ductile failure.

In this work [47], the tensile specimens were melted, cooled at 600 ◦C/min to 1250 ◦C,
and then cooled at 24 ◦C/min to the test temperature. Finally, they were strained to failure
using a strain rate of 3 × 10−4 s−1. Although the Ca addition had only a small influence on
hot ductility, Zr was very beneficial, Figure 19. This arises because Zr, unlike Ca, is a very
strong nitride former and, similar to Ti, protects the boron from precipitating as a nitride
at the boundaries by taking the nitrogen out of the solution, whence it can be removed in
the melt.

The Ca/S ratio is also very important for realizing improvements in hot ductility.
Karjalainen et al. [107] found that in the case of HSLA steels, increasing the Ca/S ratio (a
Ca range of 0 to 0.005% Ca and a S range of 0.004 to 0.009% S) caused the RA value at the
temperature showing the minimum ductility in the trough, 750 ◦C, to significantly increase.
This improvement was even more noticeable as the cooling rate decreased from 240 to
24 ◦C/min.
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The works of Coleman and Wilcox [108] and Suzuki et al. [18] are probably the most
definitive in clarifying the role of these elements in influencing the likelihood of transverse
cracking occurring, being based on both experimental hot ductility tests and commercial
experience of cracking from their published data. Their conclusions were that for cast
HSLA slabs, the addition of Ca and/or Ce by precipitating out the S as sulfides in the liquid,
along with Ti and/or Zr, by precipitating out nitrides in the liquid, resulted in crack-free
slabs. The beneficial influence of adding Zr is clearly shown in Figure 20 as AlN is not able
to form, nor are the niobium carbo-nitrides.
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Figure 20. Hot ductility curves for plain C-Mn, C-Mn-Nb-Al, and C-Mn-Nb-Al-Zr steels. Tensile
samples were solution-treated at 1330 ◦C, then cooled to the test temperature at 60 ◦C/min and
strained at a rate of 3 × 10−3 s−1 [108], with the permission from Taylor & Francis, 2023.

8. Conclusions

1. Small additions of Cr have little influence on hot ductility and, at the 0.5% level,
deteriorate ductility, while Mo, at values up to 0.5%, has been shown to be beneficial to the
hot ductility on straightening for TRIP-assisted steels. Mo is particularly useful in these
steels as it encourages bainite formation and, provided the cooling rate is fast enough,
can avoid ferrite transformation. The two elements increase hardenability so that lower C
contents can be used to produce the retained austenite needed to achieve their excellent
room-temperature combination of strength and ductility.

2. Provided that it is well protected by Ti and the cooling conditions are within the
range of 10–100 ◦C/min, by segregating to the boundaries, boron can strengthen them
during the straightening operation. Slower cooling rates are recommended to coarsen the
TiN precipitates. The benefits of boron addition to hot ductility apply to both TRIP-assisted
and TWIP steels, but it has been found to be particularly valuable for improving the hot
ductility on straightening for the high Al and high Mn TWIP steels.

3. Copper and nickel are both austenite stabilizers; therefore, they can be very useful
in improving the properties of TRIP-assisted steels. They both increase the hardenability.
Copper, provided that Ni is added to prevent hot shortness, has been found to be particu-
larly useful as an addition to these AHSS steels, for, as well as increasing the strength, it
can also improve the fracture toughness. Nickel also appears to be able to coarsen carbides
and can thus improve the hot ductility performance.

4. Ce has not received the attention it deserves; it seems to behave very similarly to
boron but does not form a carbide or nitride and fulfills an additional task of removing
sulfides and oxides from the melt.

5. As with Ce, Ca is very good at removing sulfur and so can improve the hot ductility
performance. The element is also very good at preventing nozzle blockage caused by the
hard alumina particles, by converting them to liquid calcium aluminate.
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6. Zr also seems to be a good element to add, as it desulfurizes, deoxidizes, and is a
very strong nitride former; as with Ti, it can also protect boron from forming boron nitride
precipitates at the austenite grain boundaries.
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